Appetizers

STEAMED / PAN FRIED PORK DUMPLING (5)  $8
猪肉水饺或高贴

STEAMED / PAN FRIED CHICKEN DUMPLING (5)  $8
鸡肉水饺或高贴

SHANGHAI SPRING ROLLS  $8
上海春卷或素菜
Chicken or vegetarian

CRAB RANGOON  $8
蟹肉乳酩雲吞
Crispy wonton filled with crab, cream cheese and celery

LETTUCE WRAPS  $8
泰式 雞松
Minced chicken with bell pepper, onion and mushroom

HONEY BBQ PORK  $10
蜜汁义燒

SHUMAI  $8
燒買
Pork, shrimp and mushroom steamed dumpling with special soy

DEEP FRIED SQUID  $12
酥炸尤魚
Salt and pepper style with roast garlic

CRISPY Szechuan SHRIMP WONTON  $10
川味鮮虾云吞
Minced shrimp wonton served with spicy chili sauce

SALT & PEPPER CRISPY SOFT SHELL CRAB  $15
椒盐软壳蟹

Salad & Soup

SEAWEED SALAD  $7
日式凉拌海带

KOI SALAD  $7
本樓沙拉
Served with ginger dressing

WONTON SOUP  $7
云吞湯

HONG KONG WONTON SEAFOOD SOUP  $10
港式海鲜云吞湯
Shrimp wonton, shrimp and scallops in light chicken broth

SEAFOOD TOFU SOUP  $9
海鮮豆付湯
Shrimp, scallops, crab meat tofu with white egg drop soup

TOM YUM SHRIMP SOUP  $9
泰式酸辣虾湯

SEAFOOD FISH MAW SOUP  $15
海皇魚肚湯

VEGETABLE SOUP  $7
素菜湯

Rice & Noodles

SPECIAL FRIED RICE  $13
什锦炒饭
Pork, chicken or shrimp

SEAFOOD FRIED RICE  $18
海鲜炒饭
Shrimp, scallop or crab meat

KOI FRIED RICE  $19
本樓炒饭
Dry scallop, shrimp or crab meat

SALTED FISH FRIED RICE WITH CHICKEN  $18
咸鱼鸡粒炒饭

THAI BASIL FRIED RICE  $13
泰式炒饭
Chicken, basil with tomato, onion and bell pepper

LO MEIN  $14

CANTONESE CRISPY NOODLE  $16
什锦广柬炒麵
Combination chicken, roast pork and shrimp with vegetable

CANTONESE STEAMED NOODLE  $16
什锦豉油皇炒面
Chicken, roast pork, shrimp and bean sprouts

BEEF CHOW FUN  $15
干炒牛河
Rice noodles wok fried with beef, bean sprouts, scallion

SEAFOOD CHOW FUN  $18
海鮮炒河
Shrimp, scallop, bean sprouts and scallion

PAD THAI  $15
泰式炒粉
Stir fried rice noodles with chicken, shrimp, scallop, bell pepper and scallion

ROAST DUCK RICE BOWL  $16
烧鸭饭
Crispy roast duck and vegetables over steamed rice

BBQ ROAST PORK RICE BOWL  $14
义烧饭
Sweet roast pork and vegetables over steamed rice

ROAST DUCK NOODLE SOUP  $16
烧鸭汤面
Crispy roast duck with egg noodles in a light chicken broth

SHRIMP WONTON NOODLE SOUP  $12
雲吞湯面
Shrimp wonton, egg noodles in a light chicken broth

20% GRATUITY ADDED TO PARTIES OF 8 OR MORE.
Chef Specialties

**CHILI JUMBO PRAWNS**
辣味大虾
Deep fried crispy jumbo prawns with chili pepper and peanut

**SEAFOOD IN GARLIC SAUCE**
干煎香海鮮
Pan seared prawn and sea scallops with garlic sauce and steamed broccoli

**KOI SEAFOOD COMBO**
蟹肉扒海鮮
Steamed lobster tail, shrimp and scallops in crab sauce

**SAUTE TENDERLOIN STEAK WITH XO SAUCE**
 XO 翡翠
Stir fried beef tenderloin with chef special Chinese XO sauce

**HALF PEKING DUCK**
北京鴨
Sliced duck, scallion, and hoisin sauce with Chinese buns

**SZECHUAN CHILI CHICKEN**
干炒鷄
Wok fried chicken thigh, garlic, scallion, hot pepper, onion, long hot pepper & numbing combination.

**Chicken & Duck**

**CASHEW THAI CHICKEN**
泰式腰果鷄
Stir fried chicken with bell pepper, baby corn, snow peas in sweet soy sauce

**GENERAL TSO’S CHICKEN**
左宗鴻
Bell pepper, pineapple with sweet and spicy and sour sauce

**MONGOLIAN CHICKEN**
蒙古鴿
Shredded chicken, onion, green onion and carrots in spicy hoisin sauce

**CHICKEN & BABY EGGPLANT**
茄子鷄片
Stir fried chicken, baby eggplant with garlic sauce

**PENANG CHICKEN**
泰式咖喱鷄
Sliced chicken breast, baby corn, Napa cabbage, bell pepper, basil and coconut red curry sauce

**CANTONESE ROAST DUCK**
廣東燒鴨
Crispy half roast duck

**Beef & Pork**

**STIR FRIED BEEF WITH LONG HOT PEPPER**
小椒牛肉
Stir fried beef and long hot pepper, green onion with chef’s special soy sauce

**BEEF TENDERLOIN WITH CILANTRO IN CLAY POT**
香菜牛柳煲
Beef kew, bell pepper, baby corn, mushroom with oyster sauce

**BEEF WITH MIXED VEGETABLES**
七彩牛肉片
Sliced beef and mixed vegetables in brown sauce

**TERIYAKI BEEF TENDERLOIN**
日式燒牛柳
Filet mignon, large slices tender and juicy, sautéed bell pepper, onion, asparagus and baby corn with teriyaki sauce

**CRISPY PORK CHOP**
薑葱炸猪扒
Premium pork, ginger and scallion in brown sauce

**Seafood**

**HONEY GLAZED JUMBO SHRIMP**
合桃大虾
Crispy shrimp and walnuts with creamy sauce

**TRIPLE SEAFOOD DELUXE**
海鲜大會
Sautéed shrimp, scallops, lobster and mixed vegetables

**SHRIMP WITH ASPARAGUS**
油爆芦芛大虾
Sautéed shrimp, asparagus, baby corn with oyster sauce

**KING CRAB**
皇帝蟹 (清蒸或避风磄)
Steamed with roasted garlic and bean thread or bei fong tong

**MAINE LOBSTER**
龍虾 (清蒸,豉掓 或 薑葱)
Steamed with roasted garlic and bean thread, sautéed with ginger and scallions, or black bean sauce

**FRESH WHOLE FISH**
全魚 (胞皮 或 清蒸)
Deep fried crispy with sweet spicy or steamed with ginger and scallion

**Vegetables**

**SHANGHAI BABY BOK CHOY**
蒜茸上海苗

**CHINESE BROCCOLI**
中國芥蘭苗 (蒜茸或蚝油)

**Sautéed Spinach With Garlic**
蒜蓉波菜

**SALT AND PEPPER CRISPY TOFU**
椒盐豆付
Deep fried tofu crispy with seasoning salt and pepper

**SAUTÉED STRING BEAN**
干煸四季豆
Stir fried with special seasoning